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JAI BHARAT
WATER STORAGE TANK

Pure Water : Naturally!
Save our most precious resource - WATER!

Water saving is a big thing, but every little bit helps, so don’t think that what you do doesn’t matter. A whole lot of people doing a little bit adds up to a whole lot. We must all make changes in our lifestyles that will change the course of our water and its quality. Water conservation needs to be a way of life, not just something we think about once in a while. If we all do our part in saving water, we can make a huge difference for the environment.

Water saving means using our water wisely and caring for it properly. Since each of us depends on water for life, it is our responsibility to learn more about water saving and how we can help keep our water pure and safe for generations to come. Since we all enjoy the benefits of having pure, clean water, we must help save water so that we may continue to enjoy these benefits.

We look forward with a comprehensive range of products and accessories and fully qualified professional staff.

Introduction

Jai Bharat Group, a name to reckon with, it is known for its vision and commitment in any endeavour. The group enjoys a very strong foothold in various industries like steel, PVC Water Storage Tanks and allied products established in 1995. It has rewritten the rules and ushered in a new era in manufacturing, marketing and infrastructure related products and construction material. The group is determined to keep marching ahead with its promise of delivering quality everything they offer.

Our Company

As an emerging steel and water storage tank company in India, we at Jai Bharat have always been focused on constantly reinforcing our domestic business and enhancing our prevailing market standing in the region. Based in Delhi, the capital of India, we are moving ahead with a steel like resolve to further enhance our reputation as an important business enterprise of this country.

The year under progress too has been an exciting and thriving one in which Jai Bharat Group have put into practice some important corporate plans that would further strengthen the Company’s operations. We are constantly on the move, bringing in technological advancements and key changes which would insure that we keep on achieving this creditable growth pattern year after year.
Looking back at the past and the years gone by, one can’t help but feel proud about the way this journey has taken shape, and how the people at the helm of Jai Bharat have steered this journey into broader and bigger avenues of opportunity. The management of Jai Bharat Group deserves all the kudos for superbly blending the group’s resources into a collective success that Jai Bharat Group is proudly savouring today.

Comprising of a fine mixture of young and old, the management team has 8 dynamic directors and a managing director in its top executive Board. All these fine people have years of expertise in the steel business and are well groomed in all aspects pertaining to the ins and outs of this business.

Shri Jagdish Jain, the strongest pillar of the Group has always there been for this visionary thoughts which have enlightened the workers and everybody related to the Group. Mr. Jagdish Jain’s fore and far sightedness have today made the Group stand victoriously with 5 independent units engaged in the production of TMT Bars, Angles, Channels, Beams (Girders), MS Ingots, Billets for steel Mills, PVC Water Storage Tanks and Coke Oven Products.

Shri Jaipal Jain, yet another torchbearer, has contributed his heart out in the Group. His reasoning and clarity have shown the right way to everyone to the various aspects of the Group. The Group could never have been so stern and stoic without the precious presence of Shri Jaipal Jain.

From a humble beginning made 50 years ago, Jai Bharat Group has come a long way since then. What were once the stumbling blocks of the way, have now been turned into stepping stones by sheer dedication, commitment and a steel like resolve. Below is a brief look at our 8 manufacturing units, which are adding a comprehensive look to the company’s constantly growing product profile.

**JB Rolling Mills Ltd.**
Located in Kala Amb, Himachal Pradesh, this fully automatic computerized plant manufactures Ingots, TMT Bars, Angles, Channels, Flats and Beams (Girders) at present.

**Ambica Alloys**
Also located in Kala Amb, Himachal Pradesh, this plant manufactures MS Ingots, Angles, Flats, Squares and Rounds.

**Shamli Steel Pvt. Ltd.**
Located in Shamli, Uttar Pradesh, this plant is also used for manufacturing MS Ingots for rolling mills. Also located in Kala Amb, Himachal Pradesh, this plant is also used for manufacturing MS Ingots, MS Bar & Structure Steel.

**Shriram Hard Coke and Allied Industries**
Located in Dhaners, Dhanbad in the recently created state of Jharkhand, this plant manufactures Coke for domestic & industrial applications.

**Jai Bharat Water Tanks**
Located in Kala Amb, Himachal Pradesh, this fully automatic computerized plant manufactures plastic blow moulding water storage tanks.
The mission statement

The mission statement of Jai Bharat Group defines the key reasons behind its existence, the quest that we all are striving for…

“Our mission is to establish Jai Bharat as a highly reputed name in the manufacturing industry business throughout the globe.”

The vision statement

The vision statement of Jai Bharat Group envisions the key areas where we want to excel and develop our reputation as market leaders in the world…

“We envision Jai Bharat as a world-class name in the manufacturing industry business, by focusing on these key areas…

1. Quality of our products
2. Timeliness of our deliveries
3. Competitiveness of our product prices
4. Tailor-made solution to tailor-made problems
5. Customer-centric approach

Our Campaign

Jai Bharat Group of Companies though has the best production, marketing and distribution networks; yet it indulges in impressive campaigning to reach out to all kinds of consumers around the nation.

We are indulged in advertising campaigning in both Print and Electronic media.

Vision

Jai Bharat Group of Companies has always been on a path ahead of its competitors and envisions a brighter future of Indian Industry.

Work Philosophy

Guided by the age-old philosophy of putting the customers first, we at Jai Bharat Group are always striving to achieve development across all our operations, all of which, we think, are key in the creation of enhanced value for our customers. Through the 50 years long history of our operations, there have been some strong unwavering beliefs which have trickled down in our ever evolving mission and vision guidelines for this company.
Now Presenting Jai Bharat Water Storage Tanks

Jai Bharat, Synonymous with style and innovation, introduces technologically advanced mono layered and blow moulded seamless over head tanks. These blow moulded leak proof tanks possess a unique anti bacterial coating that prevents algae and bacteria formation. Manufactured from 100% virgin food grade material.

Our wide range of tanks are light weight and are available in black (double layered) and white & Royal blue (triple layered) colours. The special threaded lid of the tanks ensures airtight closure while enhancing the stylish elegance of the design.

Blow Moulded

A product of years of research in terms of technology and design. Brought to you from a Company that innovates to make life easier for you.

The all new Jai Bharat Water Storage Tank has the unique mani fold advantage of being light in weight and much stronger than other ordinary tanks existing in the market today. The special dynamic design makes it a unique work of engineering. It’s not just the looks that are a unique feature of the Jai Bharat Water Storage Tank. Technologically superior, the tanks offer a unique combination of durability and economy.

Jai Bharat PVC Water Storage Tanks

Jai Bharat High Density Poly Ethylene (HDPE) Water Tank

We at Jai Bharat Water Tanks make High-Density Poly Ethylene (HDPE) water tanks. HDPE is a polyethylene thermoplastic made from petroleum. HDPE is commonly recycled the global HDPE market reached a volume of more than 30 million tons.

The density of HDPE is only marginally higher than that of low-density polyethylene, HDPE has little branching, giving it stronger intermolecular forces and tensile strength. It is also harder and more opaque and can withstand somewhat higher temperatures (120 °C / 248 °F for short periods, 110 °C / 230 °F continuously). High-density polyethylene, unlike polypropylene, cannot withstand normally required autoclaving conditions. The lack of branching is ensured by an appropriate choice of catalyst (e.g., Ziegler-Natta catalysts) and reaction conditions. HDPE contains the chemical elements carbon and hydrogen.

Unique Threaded Lid - a first!

The consumer friendly feature of Jai Bharat tanks is the threaded lid. This ensures that the tank stays tightly screwed shut and sealed for safety and it also enhances the sleek appearance of the tanks. So no more ugly trappings to place on tanks to keep the lid safely and the convenience of opening and shutting the tank with ease.
**Features**

- **UNBREAKABLE**
  - Tested rigorously
- **THREADED LID**
  - More secure, clean water, insect free
- **DESIGN**
  - Imported design
- **LIGHT WEIGHT YET SUPER STRONG!**
  - Marvel of Jai Bharat engineering
- **BLOW MOULDED**
  - For extra strength
- **WARRANTY**
  - 25 years
- **HIGH DENSITY POLY ETHYLENE**
  - Other tanks - Low density PE
- **LAYER**
  - Double layer & triple layer blow moulded together
- **HIGHER CHEMICAL RESISTANCE**
  - as compared to other tanks
- **AVAILABLE IN 7 SIZES**
  - 200, 300, 500, 750, 1000, 2000 & 5000 litres
- **MAINTENANCE**
  - Free of maintenance
- **USAGE**
  - for grain/cereals in addition to water

**Other Features of Jai Bharat Tanks**

**Anti Bacterial**

We also make anti bacterial tanks which are compounded with an anti bacterial chemical i.e even if the water is stored in these tanks for a longer period, it will not germinate bacteria, this is the most hygienic tank, presently available in the market.

**Triple Layer Foam**

Jai Bharat introduces Three Layer Foam Tanks. These are made from Virgin Grade plastic Material. Jai Bharat Three layer tanks are having a Foam Layer sandwiched between the LLDPE Plastic Layers. These Three Layer Foam Tanks keep the Water much cooler than the Conventional Black Water Storage Tanks.

**Special Threaded Lid**

The consumer friendly feature of the tanks is the threaded lid. This ensures that the tank stays tightly screwed shut and sealed for safety and it also enhances the sleek appearance of the tanks.

**Overhead Tanks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity (in ltrs.)</th>
<th>Dimension (in mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>1828</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**JAI BHARAT WATER STORAGE TANK**

When you think about trust.